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A consistent quantum theory of gravity has remained elusive ever since the emergence of General
Relativity and Quantum Field Theory. Attempts to date have not yielded a candidate that is either
free from problematic theoretical inconsistencies, falsifiable by experiment, or both. At the heart of
all approaches though the difficult question of what it means for spacetime itself to be quantized,
and how that can affect physics, has not been addressed. In recent years a number of proposals
have been made to address the quantum structure of spacetime, and in particular how geometry and
locality can emerge as the Universe cools. Quantum Graphity is perhaps the best known of these,
but still does not connect the emerged quantized spacetime to dynamics or gravity. In this paper we
start from a quantized mesh as the pre-geometry of space time and identify that informationally and
in a very natural sense, the natural laws of gravity and Newtonian dynamics emerge. The resultant
equations of gravity have a Yukawa term that operates at cosmic scale (1018 meters), and we use
data from the Spitzer space telescope to investigate experimental agreement of the galactic rotation
curves with encouraging results. We conclude by discussing how this pre-geometry could result in
the classical covariant constructs of General Relativity in the low energy continuum limit.
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Approaches to the reconciliation of General Relativ-
ity (GR) with Quantum Field Theory (QFT) have not
yielded a consistent and finite theory [5]. It is interesting
to note that it is fairly well accepted, at least philosophi-
cally, that the concept of a quantized theory of gravity ul-
timately requires the quantization of space time. Regard-
less, contemporary approaches largely ignore that fact
and rest solely upon the mathematics of smooth infinitely
differentiable manifolds. Despite increasingly sophisti-
cated mathematical frameworks these approaches usually
suffer from an inability to make testable predictions. For
example, String Theory, which essentially argues that the
Einstein-Hilbert action of GR [28] is a low energy approx-
imation, utilizes many additional dimensions to yield a
finite theory, but as yet has not made contact with ex-
periment. Further those attempts which directly imply a
discrete geometry suffer from a similar absence of exper-
imental support. Perhaps most well known of these ap-
proached is Loop Quantum Gravity [27]. This approach
seeks to divorce the quantization from the background
geometry, and implies a spectral and discrete spacetime
at the order of the Planck length. However it again fails
to produce testable predictions that admit a satisfactory
experimental rigor.
Recently, however, there has been a renewed interest
in emergent geometry. This has its origin in the work of
Harland Snyder [33], who proposed a framework to di-
rectly consider the implications of discretized space on
gravity. The work was initially dismissed because the
existence of a fundamental length implied the existence
of preferred observers, which breaks the core principle of
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Lorentz invariance, and general covariance so vital to the
structure of GR. It has subsequently been proven that
no such inconsistency exists [1, 8], and a discrete space-
time can avoid the presence of problematic preferred ob-
servers.
If we can accept that spacetime at the order of the
Planck Length is fundamentally discrete, this naturally
leads to the concept of a mesh or graph, which can be
used to base the analysis of gravity as an emergent phe-
nomena. This approach sometimes termed ‘Quantum
Graphity’ [11], provides an intriguing pathway to emer-
gent geometry that can be shown to naturally require a
3+1 dimensional universe. In an elegant fashion Trugen-
berger combined some recent advances in Network Sci-
ence to argue how the emergence of a stable graph is a
natural phase transition that would have occurred as the
universe cooled [37], and demonstrated a natural prefer-
ence for a four dimensional universe. What these models
do not provide, however, is a set of dynamical predictions
that can be tested against experiment.
In parallel to these developments, and motivated from
the original considerations of Black Hole Thermodynam-
ics [3, 10], there has been a resurgence in the use of ther-
modynamics to explain the dynamics of gravity. In par-
ticular, in a series of papers [38, 39], Erik Verlinde has
sought to explain the emergence of the classical Newto-
nian inverse square law as a consequence of the entropy
change in a holographic membrane from which our Uni-
verse is projected.
In this work, I intend to take a slightly different ap-
proach that builds on both the emergent dynamics of
Verlinde, and the pre-geometry of Snyder, Konopka et
al and Trugenberger. In particular I raise the existence
of a fundamental scale and a discrete mesh-like space-
time to a postulate, and ask a very simple and funda-
mental question, what constraints does this place on the
physics occurring on the mesh. In particular, I consider
a spacetime mesh that at each point and edge in the lat-
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2tice, a Hilbert Space of fermionic spin vectors is overlaid.
The emergence of space time involves (following Trugen-
berger) a phase transition to extended local spin align-
ment and the emergence of a regular graph that exhibits
locality (the closest points to any arbitrary point in space
are a this points nearest neighbors in the graph, and no
connections to distant points exist). In this space time, a
localized anti-alignment involves a state of higher energy
than the vacuum, and I identify that with the presence of
a localized matter quantum. Translation of this matter
quantum then reduces to the dynamics of edge creation
and destruction on this graph.
The inclusion in this model of an emergent gravita-
tional force involves the analysis of the entropy of the
underlying spacetime graph. Graph entropy (for a review
see Simonyi [32]), has its origin in the analysis of infor-
mational entropy and was introduced by Janos Ko¨rner
[13] to explain information loss in an imperfect commu-
nications channel. As a consequence it introduced the
concept of the structural entropy of a graph that char-
acterizes the lost information in the configuration of a
graph when only certain measurable properties of it are
accessible. In my analysis this results in a net entropy
gain when matter particles are adjacent rather than sepa-
rate and from this an attractive force with the properties
of gravity emerge.
Intriguingly, the gravitational force has some subtle
difference in the classical limit to GR, in particular at
Galactic scale. It is well known that the dynamics of large
scale structures in Cosmology diverge significantly from
their predicted behaviors, that resulted in the Modified
Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) proposal of Milgrom [21–
23]. I apply the latest results of the Spitzer photometry
measurements [14] to compare the predictive power of
this model against a selection of galactic rotation curves,
and demonstrate that the QMD model of gravity is at
least as efficient as MOND in calculating these rotation
curves, but requires less fine tuning of parameters.
II. THE MESH MODEL AND DYNAMICS
The a priori acceptance of the fundamentally quantum
nature of spacetime, and the ‘background independent’
theories of gravity, has a long history. In our treatment
we will focus on attempts to describe spacetime as an
emergent order on a spacetime graph. This approach,
often termed Quantum Graphity [11, 12], has recently
seen revised interest in the work of Trugenberger [37].
An attractive feature of these theories is the emergence
of stable spacetime geometries as the energy and there-
fore temperature of the Universe drops, which have an
intrinsic even dimensionality. In the case of the Trugen-
berger model, there is a preferred dimensionality to space
of 4. Further in Trugenberger’s work, it was proven that
spacetime can posses topological holes that are stable
up to arbitrary temperatures. The role of time in these
models is not specifically stated, and indeed each of the
dimensions of the mesh are equivalent. In this and fu-
ture work we assume that the dimensions of the mesh
are spatial, and time is present in the model as a series
of snapshots of the configuration of the mesh. This has
important consequences when we come to consider the
continuum limit, as it requires that spacetime acquires
an extra degree of freedom to accommodate the notion
of time.
Both graph based approaches, however, do not con-
sider dynamics upon the emerged spacetime mesh, or how
in the classical or continuum limit a force such as Grav-
ity could emerge. It is this particular feature we seek to
remedy in our treatment.
To begin, we borrow the formalism from Konopka et
al to create our spacetime, but assume that the ordered
mesh has already condensed into a D = d + 1 dimen-
sional lattice, where d is the spatial dimensionality of the
mesh. We consider a lattice of N nodes, where N is a
very large number, representing the quantized positions
in space, and we take time to be a represented as a se-
ries of configurations of the 1/2N(N − 1) edges on this
graph. The spacetime graph G(V,E) on this mesh is the
paired set of nodes V , and the 12N(N − 1) edges E be-
tween them. We adopt standard graph theory notation
for a single node vi ∈ V , and an undirected edge eij ∈ E
between the vertices vi, vj , and only consider simple undi-
rected graphs (that is no multiple edges between any pair
of nodes, no edges beginning and terminating at the same
node, and the assumption thet eij and eji are the same
edge). There is an implicit assumption that this mesh
nature of spacetime is only evident at very small scales
(order of the Plank Length Lp), which justifies the very
large but finite constraint on N (in [11] this number is es-
timated to be 10100 to 101000). The requirement of finite
N is necessary from graph theoretical considerations.
Over this mesh we associate a Hilbert Space con-
structed from N fermionic oscillators for the nodes, and
1
2N(N − 1) such oscillators for the edges. With this def-
inition the entire Hilbert space is as follows:
Htotal =
⊗
1/2N(N−1)
Hedge
⊗
N
Hnode (1)
The fundamental assumption is that the Hilbert space
for the nodes and edges are spanned by two states of a
spin 1/2 fermionic oscillator, with which we associate an
occupation number of 1 or 0, with Fermi-Dirac statistics
preventing occupation numbers > 1 and can write:
Hedge/node = span{|0〉 , |1〉} (2)
In terms of the spacetime graph, and in classical Quan-
tum Graphity, the focus is upon how a perfect graph
where every edge has starting state |1〉, condenses into a
local ordered graph in which only neighbors in the graph
have edges, and the nodes have a preferred degree k0 =
32d. We shall not reproduce the argument here, but essen-
tially a Hamiltonian is introduced H = g
∑
a
ep(k0−ka)
2
,
that imposes an energy penalty on nodes in the space-
time graph having a degree different from k0, and also a
loop dependent Hamiltonian that penalizes a graph with
non-local cycles.
To introduce dynamics, we shall assume that the mesh
has condensed at a sufficiently low temperature into an
ordered mesh of dimension D = d + 1. In this mesh
the preferred degree of each vertex k0 = 2d represents
the ground state of the mesh, and is associated with the
matter free vacuum. We associate departures from k0,
in particular values of ki < k0 as the presence of matter
quanta.
At each node j we will associate the state |vj , 1〉 with
the presence of a quantized unit of mass-energy, and
|vj , 0〉 with its absence, and we can write this in terms of
the on/off states for each of the edges as follows:
|vj , 1〉 =
∏
j
|eij , 0〉 (3)
|vj , 0〉 =
∏
j
|eij , 1〉 , (4)
where j ranges over the neighbors of vj and
|eij , 1〉 , |eij , 0〉 are the eigenvectors of the edges in the
mesh. For example in a mesh of d = 2, the presence
of a matter quantum at the node vj , would be charac-
terized by this node having degree k = 0, which would
represent a departure from the ground state by 4 edges.
If Hˆ is the complete Hamiltonian for the edges, the
edges are the eigenvectors of this Hamiltonian, satisfying
Hˆ |eij , n〉 =  |eij , n〉 where n is the occupation number.
For a d dimensional mesh it is therefore natural to asso-
ciate the quantum of mass-energy mq contained in this
defect, constrained to be mq ≤ 2d/c2.
To simplify the argument we define the creation and
annihilation operators on a link as follows:
aij |eij , 1〉 = |eij , 0〉 , aij |eij , 0〉 = 0 (5)
a†ij |eij , 0〉 = |eij , 1〉 , a†ij |eij , 1〉 = 0, (6)
and on a node vi as:
ai |1〉 = |0〉 , ai |0〉 = 0 (7)
a†i |0〉 = |1〉 , a†i |1〉 = 0, (8)
where it is understood a single index is a node operator
and a double index an operator on the edge represented
by the indices.
Finally, we can combine these two ladder operators for
the complete operator for the creation and annihilation
of matter quantum, localized around the node vj as:
aqi = ai
∏
j
aij (9)
a†qi = ai
∏
j
a†ij , (10)
where j ranges over all neighbors of vi.
In Figure II.1 we depict the operation of a translation
operator Tˆx in the x direction on a mesh of dimension
2 + 1. To model the effect of the translation we need
to associate directionality into the structure of the mesh.
As noted before, the graph is technically finite, but is
assumed to be very large. If we overlay upon the graph
the notion of independent directions, we can do so by
associating with each node vj a coordinate xi = (x, y).
For ease of notation, we will assume that each node has a
unique coordinate label, and further assume in our exam-
ple drawn in Figure II.1, that the node one mesh distance
in the positive x direction, for example, is uniquely la-
belled with coordinate (x+ 1, y). To model a translation
occurring in one time step, the node vi located at position
(x, y), must gain edges, and the node vj at the position
(x + 1, y) must lose some. This is indicated in the di-
agram by coloring the annihilated edges in red and the
created edges in green in the diagram. The two states of
the mesh are separated by one time step, the duration of
which we can adjust to preserve the normal constancy of
the speed of light. If d denotes the spatial dimensionality
of the mesh (i.e. D = d+ 1), the translation requires the
annihilation of 2d − 1 edges and creation of 2d − 1. To
simplify the notation, we introduce the following nota-
tion for edge adjacency creation/annihilation operators,
for a translation in the x direction as:
←−a (x,y)(x) = a(x,y),(x−1,y)a(x,y),(x,y−1)a(x,y),(x,y+1) (11)
←−a †(x,y)(x) = a†(x,y),(x−1,y)a†(x,y),(x,y−1)a†(x,y),(x,y+1) (12)
−→a (x,y)(x) = a(x,y),(x+1,y)a(x,y),(x,y−1)a(x,y),(x,y+1) (13)
−→a †(x,y)(x) = a†(x,y),(x+1,y)a†(x,y),(x,y−1)a†(x,y),(x,y+1) (14)
Using this more compact notation we can write the
translation operator at point (x, y) in terms of the oper-
ators in Equations (5),(6),(7),(8) as follows:
Tˆ (x,y)x =: a
†
x+1
←−a †(x,y)(x)ax−→a (x+1,y)(x) : (15)
From here we can begin to estimate the relationship
between energy, force and motion of this quantum on the
mesh. We begin by asserting the minimal distance on the
mesh, the spatial ‘length’ of the edges in the graph to be
identified with the Planck Length Lp = 1.6 × 10−35m
[7]. From the original Hamiltonian for the mesh, every
departure of the node from its preferred degree carries
an energy penalty. We can associate this energy penalty
with the occupation number of an edge, and denote the
4•x− 1y + 1 •x •x+ 1 •x+ 2
•y • • •
•y − 1 • • •
(x, y)
t = t0
Tˆx
x
y
•x− 1y + 1 •x •x+ 1 •x+ 2
•y • • •
•y − 1 • • •
(x+ 1, y)
t = t0 + 1
Figure II.1: Diagrammatic effect of a translation Tˆx,
when D = 2 + 1. Edges that are annihilated are
depicted in red, created in green.
energy input required to annihilate an edges as . In this
way when an edge is created the energy of the system
decreases by , and when an edge is annihilated it cor-
respondingly increases by . In this model the notion of
the vacuum is the minimum energy state of the mesh,
with no holes and therefore total matter quantum count
of zero. Above this vacuum energy in the mesh will result
in the evolution of defects or matter quanta.
A localized matter quantum at rest in the mesh, is
therefore stable and will remain localized in a d dimen-
sional volume (2Lp)
d. To model a matter quantum in
uniform motion, conceptually one considers a potentially
infinite series of translations, with a velocity of v, being
to be comprised of |v|/Lp such translations in unit time.
During a translation there is a net energy input required
of (2d − 1) to annihilate the forward links (equating to
a departure from the preferred degree k0), which is offset
by the same amount of energy released when the back
links are created.
That is the action of −→a (x+1,y)(x) consumes the (2d−
1) units of energy liberated by the action of←−a †(x,y)(x) on
the mesh for motion in the x direction. In this uniform
motion the quantum, as a closed system, has no input or
output of energy to continue its motion, at least when
averaged over time. In this way we arrive at Newton’s
first law of motion, that a body in uniform motion will
continue so in the absence of external forces.
For a quantum moving at velocity in excess of one mesh
step per unit time interval, and respecting the normal
ordering of the edge annihilation/creation operators, the
motion requires an (2d− 1)|v|/Lp investment in energy
to annihilate forward edges before that energy is recov-
ered from edge creation. To preserve causality this energy
cannot be transferred instantaneously, and so in some
way constitutes an energy related to the motion of the
quantum that we can associate with the kinetic energy
of the quantum.
To consider acceleration, let us assume that the quan-
tum is in uniform motion at a velocity of v0 requiring
no external input of energy, averaged over a time period
large compared to Lp/v0. We now imagine a force F be-
ing applied to the mass-energy quantum for a time δt.
As the particle is traveling at velocity v0, this will re-
sult in a total input energy ∆E = Fv0t. This energy
will permit the lattice to annihilate an additional ∆E(2d−1)
forward edges in δt, by applying additional −→a (x,y)(x) op-
erators. At velocity v0, the mass energy quantum is ap-
plying −→a (x+1,y)(x) at v0/Lp lattice positions in a unit
time interval. As we noted previously before the net en-
ergy requirement a constant velocity is zero, but if en-
ergy is invested this can step change up the number of−→a (x,y)(x) operators in the unit time interval resulting in
an increase in velocity. We denote this increase in lattice
position moves in the time interval δt as δq, which is re-
lated to a change in velocity as δv = Lpδq. Additionally
for a localizable quantum (up to the uncertainty prin-
ciple) the mass-energy mq must also be bounded above
such that mq < 2d/c
2. Appealing to the conservation of
energy we now have:
Fv0δt =
1
2
mq
{
(v0 + Lpδq)
2 − v20
}
(16)
Fv0δt =
1
2
mq(2v0Lpδq +O(δq
2)), ignoring δq2, (17)
F = mq
δv
δt
, or familiarly (18)
F = mqa. (19)
The defect propagation model on the mesh has deliv-
ered the familiar 1st and 2nd laws of motion, with trans-
lation being stable in the absence of external forces and
forces causing the translational velocity to accelerate in
proportion to the number of mass energy quanta being
accelerated.
There is however one further and very subtle conse-
quence of Equation (19), namely that there is a minimum
amount of acceleration possible in this system. Until the
force applied can generate an additional (2d− 1) of en-
ergy over δt, no acceleration is possible. This introduces
a minimum acceleration into the system, and in princi-
ple at low enough impulse, not sufficient to generate a
quantum of translational energy , bodies should remain
in uniform motion. This is in complete contrast to the
normal rules of Newtonian dynamics, which permits an
arbitrarily small acceleration in response to an arbitrarily
small applied force. The concept of a Modified Newto-
nian Dynamics (MOND) has been advanced to explain
the anomalous behavior of galaxies at very low acceler-
ation that result in the flat rotation curves of galaxies
[21–23]. In MOND, the rotational velocity of stars at the
extreme edge of galaxies appears to be faster than neces-
sary to balance the gravitational attraction from the ob-
served mass of the galaxy. QMD however offers another
explanation, as it is entirely natural that the dynamical
behavior on the mesh at very low values of acceleration
(and by implication energy) would be different than at
normal scales. In MOND there is a characteristic accel-
eration scale a0, at which the dynamics is proposed to
depart significantly from Newtonian. It is conceivable
that the minimum acceleration scale emerging from the
5dynamics of the mesh may be approached as an asymp-
tote dynamically at very small accelerations.
III. EMERGENCE OF GRAVITY
A. From Quantum Mesh to Gravitation
In the previous section we established that a mod-
ification to Quantum Graphity, allows us to treat the
fermionic spin states on the edges of the mesh as a repre-
sentation of a confined matter quantum. Specifically we
modeled a hole in the mesh as representing a position in
spacetime containing a matter quantum. From this sim-
ple assumption we were able to derive simple analogs of
the laws of Newtonian motion. In this section, we plan to
extend the program to ask if this structure can be used
to identify any emergent forces that behave like gravity.
Our starting point is the informational content of the
mesh, by treating it as a finite (though very large) graph.
Any graph has an associated structural entropy that can
be defined upon it [2, 6, 13, 32, 35], although there are
many variants of how that can be done. In particular, it is
possible, at least approximately, to reduce the definition
of graph entropy to a sum over the constituent node’s
entropy, that becomes exact when the graph is highly
regular ([6, 34, 35]. This closest form of vertex entropy
to the behavior of structural entropy [34], is defined in
terms of the degree k of each vertex, and the total number
of edges in the graph |E|. As the graph is extremely large,
this number of edges can be assumed to be a constant for
spacetime, which for later analysis we can safely ignore,
as we are only concerned with entropy changes as matter
quanta coalesce. For dimension d it is defined as:
Sv(k) = − k|E| log2
k
|E| =
2d
|E| log2
|E|
2d
. (20)
It is already well known that there is a close cor-
respondence between informational entropy, traditional
thermodynamic entropy and GR. The concept has been
used to explain black hole thermodynamics [3], the field
equations of General Relativity as state equations [10],
and also the emergence of gravity [9, 39]. The recent
work by Verlinde, is intriguing but requires the accep-
tance of a holographic universe, and a correspondence
between matter and information directly, a concept for
which there is no experimental evidence.
Our starting point is the emerged quantized fermionic
mesh, which requires that the universe is spatially 4-
dimensional (with the assumption that there is an ad-
ditional time-like dimension representing the sequence of
configurations of the mesh). In addition, if we can ex-
plain a gravity like force emerging from the maximization
of the entropy of this mesh it will immediately posses sev-
eral important properties. Firstly, and unique amongst
the known forces, gravity always acts in an attractive
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
Figure III.1: Mesh configuration when two matter
quanta are in contact, and separated. On the right
hand side the edges marked red are net edge losses. The
presence of a matter quantum is signified by an isolate
degree zero vertex.
manner between masses. The 2nd law of thermodynam-
ics likewise has no reverse gear, so in a closed system
(such as the Universe) systems tend towards the overall
maximization of entropy. Secondly, gravity is a linear
function of the amount of ‘matter’ that is gravitating,
and in a similar way informational entropy is additive
so the more quanta that are present the more entropy
and potential force from maximization is possible. In
a dynamic process the 2nd law of thermodynamics will
maximize entropy, and essentially that is our entry point
to analyze the emergence of an attractive force between
matter quanta on the mesh. In simple terms our hy-
pothesis is that the entropy maximization force and the
attractive force of gravity are equivalent.
If we consider Figure III.1 we can see how the config-
uration of the mesh changes as two matter quanta move
from being separated to being in contact. The presence
of a matter quantum is characterized by a zero degree
node contained in the mesh defect. On the left hand
side the two quanta have coalesced, whereas on the right
hand side they are separated by one mesh step of Lp.
The key point is that in (20) a node of degree 2d− 1 has
a slightly lower entropy than one of degree 2d, that is
the presence of a matter quantum has an entropy low-
ering effect on the entropy of the whole mesh. This is
caused by the 2d number of degree 2d − 1 nodes. The
constrained nodes with k = 0, do not contribute to the
entropy of the mesh as they are unchanged in number,
and in any case the value of (20) as k → 0 is zero. When
the matter quanta are coalesced, this number of lower de-
gree nodes decreases by d, and therefore relative to the
mesh the entropy drop is lower for two quanta to be in
contact rather than separate, and the two nodes being
contained in the same defect is therefore an entropy gain
overall for the mesh. This is consequently favored as an
equilibrium configuration. It is also interesting to note
in passing that the number of lower degree nodes is a
function of the size of the d − 1 boundary of the defect,
rather than its volume, which is a result consistent with
the well known laws of black hole entropy.
This increase in entropy permits the definition of an en-
tropic force, as it is well known that a system in thermal
equilibrium can exert a restoring force when a mechanical
process would decrease the systems entropy. The most
used example of these are polymer chains [38], and os-
6mosis, but it is also possible to use this to explain other
phenomena. Indeed amongst the first of such attempts to
explain physical phenomenon in this emergent was Brow-
nian motion in the breakthrough work by Neumann [26]
and then Roos [31]. In a similar way this author previ-
ously treated the dynamical evolution of graphs and the
emergence of scale freedom using similar arguments [36].
In all cases the process that changes the system entropy
at temperature T , generates a force F , in the direction
of increase of entropy according to:
F = T∆S (21)
The entropy maximization assumes that all matter
quanta are perfectly packed, but there is of course a max-
imum density of matter in the mesh and would not cor-
respond to the more normal gravitational sources. In
essence, as a mass-energy quantum moves from a region
of higher to lower density the probability of two mat-
ter quanta being in direct contact will decrease linearly
with the density of matter. As such the effective drop
in mesh entropy as a quantum separates will also de-
pend upon the density of the gravitating matter, a fact
that will become important when we test the resultant
entropic force against observational data. For now, we
will denote the maximum matter density as ρm, which
corresponds to a region of space where every mesh cell
is occupied. Correspondingly the vertex entropy increase
as quanta are separated δSg, will need to be adjusted for
the density ρ of the gravitating body δSg ∝ δSm × ρρm .
For example, the average density of the region between
our Sun and the nearest star can be computed to be ap-
proximately 1.6× 10−15kgm−3, by distributing the mass
evenly through that volume. This can be converted to
a thermodynamic entropy drop Sq, by multiplying by
the Boltzmann constant kB , and we should note that for
d = 3 the dimensions of this entropy change would be
JT−1L−3. The precise form of the entropy relationship
is not important for calculation purposes as it will only
appear as a multiplicative constant in any estimations,
and in any case (20) is dependent upon the total number
of edges in the quantum mesh, a finite but potentially
large number. For the purposes of our later analysis we
can assume that as the size of the total number of edges
is effectively constant, the overall drop in entropy will be
proportional to the Boltzmann constant in magnitude as
matter quanta are separated.
We initiate our analysis by considering two matter
quanta separated by a distance r. Because of the inherent
spherical symmetry of this system from the perspective
of either quanta, we can consider one particle fixed at
the origin, and the other at this distance r. We wish to
ask the question how does the entropy S(r) of the mesh
change as the value of this separation r changes. Once
we have an expression for that, we can establish the force
acting on the quanta, in the direction rˆ using similar ar-
guments to the work of Verlinde and Roos [31, 38, 39]
as:
Frˆ = T
∂S(r)
∂r
. (22)
We know that when the two quanta are in contact we
know that the entropy of mesh increases by δSg, but to
recover a distance dependence upon the entropy of the
mesh, we need to relate this value to the overall entropy
of the system. Given that the Universe has ambient ther-
mal energy, we approach that question by asking what is
the probability is of a random thermal fluctuation caus-
ing a translation that brings the two quanta together
and thereby increasing the entropy of the system. If we
denote the probability of this transition as P (Tˆr), then
the entropy of the mesh S(M) on average changes by
δS(M) = P (Tˆr) × δSg). The quantum mesh is assumed
to be in a heat bath of temperature T , which can pro-
vide energy to support random fluctuations in the mesh.
We have already established that to generate a transla-
tion of length r, we need to provide an energy input of
r(2d − 1)/Lp, sufficient to annihilate directionally the
edge quanta on the path to r from the origin. In the sub-
sequent analysis we fix the value of d = 4, and so the en-
ergy input is 7r/Lp. We can decompose the probability
of the translation P (Tˆr) into two factors. The first is sim-
ply L2p/4pir
2, being the probability of randomly choosing
a direction for the translation that causes the two matter
quanta to become adjacent. The second is the probabil-
ity of a thermal fluctuation producing enough energy to
generate the translation.
This second term we can compute by treating every
translation of one mesh position as a discrete energy level
in a system obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics, and using
standard results to compute the probability of the matter
quantum translating spontaneously a distance equivalent
to that energy level. For economy of notation we define
two constants:
a =
7
LpkBT
, (23)
and for convenience later:
z =
7
LpkB
. (24)
This allows us to write for this probability Ptherm(Tˆr)
as:
Ptherm(Tˆr) =
1
Z
1
1 + exp(ar)
, (25)
where Z is the partition function, defined as:
Z =
r/Lp=∞∑
r/Lp=0
1
1 + exp(ar)
(26)
We can compute the value of the partition function by
approximating the sum as an integration over all space,
7which permits us to write 11+exp(ar) ≈ e−ar. We therefore
compute:
Z =
2pi∫
0
pi∫
0
∞∫
0
r2e−ar sin θdrdθdφ.
This is easily integrated, and yields for our partition func-
tion:
Z =
8pi
a3
. (27)
We note that for a body of mass M , composed of
M/mq quanta, the total entropy drop will be simply fac-
tored by M/mq. We can now assemble our expression
for the entropy drop associated with two matter quanta
being separated by a distance r at an ambient mesh tem-
perature of T :
S(r) =
Sqa
3L2pM
32pi2mq
× 1
(1 + ear)r2
(28)
We can now apply (22) to obtain the entropic force
bringing the two quanta together, but before we do so
it is possible to further simplify our expression. The ex-
ponential term in (28) must for relatively small (i.e. at
the scale of the solar system) be effectively a constant,
otherwise the entropic force would be inconsistent with
Newtonian, and indeed relativistic forms of gravitational
attraction. This implies that ar  1, and to all intents
and purposes, we can approximate the denominator as
(1 + ear)−1 ≈ 1 − ear. Once we apply substitute and
differentiate we obtain for values of ar  1:
Frˆ = −
SqL
2
pTM
32pi2mq
×
(
a4ear
r2
+
2a3(1− ear)
r3
)
. (29)
The second term, will introduce an additional restor-
ing force, which will rapidly drop off with distance, and
would result in the same mass appearing to gravitate
more strongly than the expected Newtonian effect. Of
course this is the restoring force exerted by a mass of
M located at the origin on a single matter quanta at
distance r. To compare this with traditional Newtonian
forces, we need to consider a second composite mass at
distance r. If we denote the active gravitational mass
M1, and the passive mass M2, we have:
Frˆ = −
SqL
2
pTM1M2
32pi2m2q
×
(
a4ear
r2
+
2a3(1− ear)
r3
)
. (30)
This formula is none other than the familiar Newto-
nian inverse square law, with a Yukawa potential correc-
tion and, intriguingly, a temperature dependent coupling
constant, and a second more complex r−3 term that will
be negligible for ar  1. To perform a gross error check
on the model, we note that the dimensions of the grav-
itational coupling constant G are M−1L3T−2. Our ex-
pression for G(T ) (ignoring the second term in (30) as it
is dimensionally identical to the first, and can be ignored
for small r) is:
G(T ) =
SqL
2
pa
4T
32pi2m2q
. (31)
As TSq has dimensions of JL
−3, and a4 dimensions
of L−4, and mq has dimensions of ML−3,with energy
having dimensions of ML2T−2, we have:
Dimensions: G(T ) =
ML2T−2L−3L2L−4
M2L−6
= M−1L3T−2 ,
as required, indicating that our expression for G(T ) is
dimensionally consistent.
To further investigate the temperature dependence of
the coupling constant, we need to expand out a4 in terms
of z as it contains T from Equation 23 and 24. When we
do this the term simplifies to:
G(T ) =
SqL
2
pz
4
32pi2m2qT
3
.
This, however, ignores the temperature dependence in-
herent in the Yukawa term of Equation 30. To demon-
strate the effect, let us consider at a fixed distance R from
a mass M , the effective coupling constant would have the
following temperature dependence:
G(T ) =
SqL
2
pz
4
32pi2m2q
× exp
(−zR
T
)
T 3
. (32)
This variance in the coupling constant is complex, and
has two asymptotic regions where G(T ) → 0, where
T → ∞ and T → 0 as depicted in Figure III.2. Both of
those temperature regimes have significant consequences
on the evolution of the Universe, as temperature de-
creased from an initial very high value to the CMB tem-
perature of 2.73K. In particular, it would indicate that
initially gravity was very weak, and strengthened as the
Universe cooled, potentially opening the door to a mech-
anism to explain the arrest of inflationary cosmic models.
B. Implications for Large Scale Structure
The form of Equation (29) has some interesting im-
plications for the large scale structure of the Universe.
In particular it introduces two new and distinct modi-
fications to the gravitational attraction that modify the
8effect of the force of gravity both at very small scales and
very large ones.
At the small scale, the derivative term which has
an r−3 distance dependency looks at first a little un-
usual. However, if you consider General Relativity, the
Schwarzchild metric introduces precisely such a term.
Following Rindler [30], the metric produces an the follow-
ing approximate gravitational force law per unit mass:
Frˆ = −G
r2
(
1− 2G
c2r
)−1/2
(33)
≈ −G
(
1
r2
+
G
c2r3
+ . . .
)
(34)
At the large scale, Equation 29 also introduces an ex-
ponential correction with a characteristic length of 1/a.
As it is anticipated that a is very small, this characteris-
tic length could be at least of the order of galactic scale,
and approximately unity for smaller distance that oper-
ate for at the solar system range. This opens up the
possibility of using constants determined using local ob-
servations terrestrially, to test the form of Equation 29
using the more recent observations of large scale galac-
tic dynamics, such as the Spitzer SPARC dataset of 175
galaxies [14].
We begin by using Equation 32 to calculate the approx-
imate size of the scale factor z, by considering a stellar
mass, such as our Sun, located at r = 0 and use the
measured form of G terrestrially. For the background
temperature of the mesh we use the temperature of the
CMB of 2.73◦K.
Once we have established the temperature of the grav-
itating body, to make use of Equation 32, we have to also
calculate the value of Sq, the amount of entropy that is
lost when the mass-energy network is altered by thermal
excitation of the mesh translating the mass-energy quan-
tum to a position r distant from the gravitating mass at
position r = 0. We can use Equation 20 to estimate this
entropy drop, assuming that the mass-energy quantum is
transported from a fully packed mesh to free space, and
then factor this by the degree of packing of the mesh at
the gravitating source. When we come to apply this to
galactic dynamics, this will become critical and we will
need to factor in the relative density of matter across a
galaxy.
As noted earlier, we make the assumption that the
entropy drop involved in separating two matter quanta is
proportional to the Boltzmann constant factored for the
density of gravitating material relative to a fully packed
mesh. To estimate the critical density of a fully packed
mesh involves a numerical iteration to solve for a value
of z, which in turn yields a value for , as from (24)
 = kBLpz/7. Once we have , in turn we can estimate
mq, by using the estimate that mq < 2d/c
2, and then
ρm as mq/L
3
p. At a given temperature, we can therefore
continuously vary the value of z until we arrive at a value
z  mq Scale Factor 1/a
4.24× 10−21 1.78× 10−79 1.19× 10−95 6.43× 1020
Table III.1: Estimate of critical parameters to
reproduce G = 6.67× 10−11m3kg−1s−2 at Earth.
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Figure III.2: Variation of G(T ) as T varies for Fixed
Distance from a Gravitating Mass.
for G = 6.67 × 10−11m3kg−1s−2 the known local value,
when we do so we arrive at z = 4.24 × 10−21Km−1.
We summarize the other relevant values arising from this
calculation in Table III.1.
This set of estimates is intriguing because it introduces
a natural scale factor into the effects of the quantum mesh
on the force of gravity of 6.43× 1020m, or approximately
20 kPc, which is of the order that will produce significant
distances at galactic and intergalactic scales. The tem-
perature dependence of G is also an interesting feature of
the model, and we plot the form of that relationship at
a fixed distance from a gravitating body in Figure III.2.
The principle feature is that at zero temperature the cou-
pling is zero, and also at high temperatures it asymp-
totically approaches zero. For a ‘hot big bang’ model
this would imply that initially gravity is very weak, but
that as the Universe cools it passes through a maximum.
Intriguingly that would admit a model of Universe for-
mation where the effect of gravitation would vary as the
Universe cooled. Initially the force would be very weak,
permitting rapid expansion, and then would peal as the
Universe cools, potentially quite rapidly. This may serve
as an explanation for how inflation was an early Universe
phenomenon that halted as the Universe cooled.
Given the natural scale of the QMD gravitational force
operates at cosmological scale, it is natural to test the
operation of this force against available datasets, such as
the SPARC dataset. We do so in the next section.
9IV. LARGE SCALE TESTS OF QMD
A. Methods and Data
It has been well known since the early observations of
Vera Rubin and the work of Fritz Zwicky [40] that the ob-
served mass of galaxies does not explain their rotational
dynamics. In particular the observed mass is insufficient
to account for the total rotational acceleration, which led
ultimately to the competing explanations of the so called
‘Dark Matter’ and MOND [21–23]. Other attempts, such
as emergent gravity [15], have tried to tackle the require-
ment to input non-universal parameters into MOND and
also areas where MOND does less well, but there is still
no clear resolution to the Dark Matter debate. Accord-
ingly it is natural to use this particular problem to test
the validity of the QMD expression for gravitational at-
traction, as the scale factors computed in the previous
section would operate at the scale of a typical galaxy.
The source data used for comparison is drawn from the
SPARC collaboration, built upon observations using the
Spitzer space telescope [14]. The data covers 175 galaxies
of many different morphologies and compositions, and is
the most accurate measurements of rotation curves and
surface luminosity available. From this dataset it is pos-
sible to estimate the mass distribution of Baryonic ma-
terial from the surface luminosity Υ, and Mass-to-Light
ratios (see for example [19]) of the galaxies, and from
there numerically solve for the rotation curves of them.
In common with all studies of rotation curves from obser-
vational data [4, 14, 15, 18, 20], we will make the normal
assumptions of circular orbits, and uniform smooth dis-
tribution of the Baryonic matter.
It was previously noted in Section III, that the entropy
drop is dependent upon the matter density difference be-
tween the active and passive gravitational masses, and
because of the temperature dependence of the gravita-
tional coupling, we should also take into account how
the temperature of the galaxy systems also vary with
density. In our computational model, we construct a ra-
tio Φ = Υ(r)/Υm, where Υm is the maximum surface
luminosity of the galaxy, and Υ(r) is the surface lumi-
nosity at distance r from the center of the galaxy. This
can be used as a proxy for the density differences in the
distribution of stellar material. The connection between
density and temperature of the mesh is surely complex,
but we will make a gross assumption of linearity which
could be improved upon in future analysis. Accordingly
we use this ratio to scale both the effective temperature
Te and the effective entropy Se, which we parameterize
as follows:
Se =
Sg
Φ
(35)
Te = (α+ βΦ)Ts. (36)
We can use the (35) along with Equations (28), (22)
to numerically integrate to solve for the acceleration and
therefore rotational velocities of the galaxies studied in
the SPARC survey. The data in SPARC consists of bolo-
metric surface density measurements and rotational ve-
locity obtained from H1,Hα studies. To convert the lu-
minosity measurements to observable Baryonic mass, the
Galaxy supplement data from the same source [14], has a
table of conversion factors. Once the velocity dispersion
curves are computed, an overall numerical optimization
is undertaken to minimize the total variance between the
computed curve and the measured one, by introducing a
variable factor to Υ(r), which is a constant for all points
in the galaxy. This does not affect the form, shape or cor-
relation of the computed curve and amounts to a global
adjustment of the mass to light ratio for the galaxy. This
same factor is applied to a computation using the normal
Newtonian expression for gravitational attraction.
The code written to perform all of the analysis was
implemented in Matlab, and is available on request from
the author.
B. Comparison of Computed Rotation Curves
In Figures IV.1a,IV.1b,IV.1c,IV.1d,IV.1e, IV.1f we
present a selection of computed and measured rotation
curves. This covers a range of galaxy morphology and
types. NGC7793 and NGC24 are both spiral galaxies in
the Sculptor constellation, NGC3521 is a barred spiral
galaxy in the constellation of Leo, NGC3198 a barred
spiral in Ursa Major, UGCA444 is an irregular galaxy in
our local group, and F571-8 an edge-on elliptical galaxy.
All of the depicted galaxies are low surface brightness
galaxies typically studied to debate the effectiveness of
MOND over dark matter.
In solving numerically the best fit using (35) we applied
the same constant multiplicative factor to the Newtonian
mass density as the QMD calculation. The measured
rotation curve is the thick black line, QMD is the red
line and Newtonian is the green plot. Error bars are
computed by taking the measurement error in the surface
luminosity and carrying through the relevant equation to
depict the translated error in the computation. Our best
fit for the data involved a value of α = 1.0, β = 1.0,
a modest variance in temperature between the centers
of the galaxies above the 2.73◦K used for the ambient
temperature of the mesh.
The QMD curve is more effective at reproducing the
form of the rotation curve, and in Figures IV.2a, IV.2b,
IV.2c and IV.2d we summarize the analysis across the
whole dataset, having discarded those galaxies for which
SPARC has fewer than 10 points of measured data for
both surface luminosity and velocity of rotation, and dis-
card galaxies with inclination angles of< 30◦. This leaves
us with a sample of 109 galaxies from the SPARC dataset.
This analysis reveals two important results. Firstly the
cluster of high values of ρ is borne out in Figures IV.2b
and IV.2d. This would tend to indicate that the QMD
curve is a good match across a wide range of galaxies for
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the measured rotation curve, with the vast majority of
galaxies having a value of ρ > 0.8. Secondly, the fitting of
the curves to the data involved numerically optimizing a
multiplicative mass factor for the obtained mass density
from the use of Υ. The need for this is justified by the
unknown inputs into Equation (29). This ‘Mass Factor’
appears to cluster around a value of around 0.4, which
appears to be close to universal across a large portion
of the dataset, reducing the free parameters needed to
predict reasonable rotation curves.
V. THE CONTINUUM LIMIT AND THE
EINSTEIN-HILBERT ACTION
All of our analysis has been conducted upon a discrete
spacetime, whereas the currently prevailing theories of
both relativity and quantum mechanics are framed in the
familiar mathematical language of continuous manifolds,
differential forms and fibre bundles. There is however
precedent for considering how the geometry of discrete
spacetimes behaves, and passes to a continuum limit.
This framework is the ‘Regge’ calculus [16, 29], which
provides a rigorous treatment of curvature in a simplicial
mesh. It is in principle possible to analyze the mesh of
QMD using these tools to establish equivalent field equa-
tions to those of General Relativity, but this remains to
be addressed rigorously in this program of work.
We can perhaps though take an intermediate step. Our
model presupposes the existence of holes or defects in the
mesh to represent the presence of matter. As such the dy-
namical processes on the mesh are intimately governed by
the number of holes in the QMD mesh. In the continuum
limit, that is if we allow Lp → 0, the simplicial geome-
try of this mesh must retain topological homeomorphism
to the continuous manifold obtained. In particular, the
number of holes in the mesh must equate to the holes in
the continuous spacetime in some fundamental way, oth-
erwise a number of know topological invariants between
the two spaces would differ.
Of course, this is well studied and understood in the
language of homotopy, and the homotopy group of the
continuum and discrete geometries must be the same.
For an arbitrary mesh, calculating this group is challeng-
ing, but there are other invariants of the space that if
homotopy is preserved should also be preserved.
It is possible to frame such invariants in familiar con-
structs such as curvature two forms. For example, one
such construction is from the Gauss-Bonnet theorem
[24, 25], which states for a manifold M , one can con-
struct the Euler number of the space as follows:
χ(M) =
∫
M
e(M), (37)
where e(M) is the Euler class of the manifold.
In essence our constraint of maintaining topological
equivalence requires that any process on the manifold
must result in no change to χ(M), or in other words its
variation must be identically zero. The Euler character-
istic is only defined on even dimensional manifolds, and
for the simple case of an orientable manifold with the
normal structure of a Tangent Vector space TpM defined
at every point p ∈M , it can be written as:
e(M) =
1
32pi2
ijklRij ∧Rkl,
where the Rij are the curvature two-forms, and ijkl is
the totally asymmetric tensor in four indices. In a vac-
uum, any permissible metric must not change the value
of the Euler number. So, we can write the homeomor-
phism constraint, as a metric variation condition on the
vac and arrive at the following expression:
δgχ(M) = 0 (38)
δg
[
1
32pi2
∫
M
ijklRij ∧Rkl
]
= 0 (39)
It is well known that such a term can be added to the
Einstein-Hilbert action, as in four dimensions it is a total
derivative which results in a boundary term that does not
contribute to the dynamics. However, this form of gravi-
tational theory (the so-called ‘Lovelock’ gravity [17]) does
indeed produce non-trivial dynamics in the case of dimen-
sions D > 5. Further, it is also known that the produced
Lagrangian is more similar to the low-energy limit of
some string theories than the traditional Einstein-Hilbert
action. This variation condition is suggestive, and similar
at least in form to the familiar Einstein-Hilbert action.
More importantly, whereas the Lagrangian is intention-
ally chosen to produce the desired dynamical equations,
here it is derived from first principle considerations of
how the mesh would transition to a continuum in the
limit that Lp → 0. Given that the Einstein-Hilbert ac-
tion is the starting point for the derivation of the field
equations of GR, this is a potential connection. It is be-
yond the scope of the current program to try and draw a
more direct link between QMD and GR in the continuum
limit, but this perhaps points the way to demonstrating
a formal equivalence.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have outlined a potential pathway
from an emerged quantum geometry to both dynamics
and a gravity like interaction. This has relied upon the
analysis of the behavior of a quantized translation oper-
ator, and the entropy of the underlying mesh as matter
quanta move relative to each other. The results have
some interesting features, including the natural emer-
gence of both Newtonian equations of motion and a grav-
ity like attractive force between matter quanta.
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Figure IV.1: A selection of computed rotation curves using (29) and standard Newtonian r−2 force law.
We noted that the equations of gravitational attrac-
tion introduce a Yukawa correction with a natural length
scale that operates on cosmic scales, along with a 1/r3
correction term, consistent with the field equations of
GR. As such the analysis motivated the use of the re-
cent galactic velocity dispersion data from the SPARC
collaboration, to test the effectiveness of the theory. The
results obtained reproduce many of the features of the
experimental data without the recourse to the introduc-
tion of dark matter, or MOND like modifications to the
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(a) Computed Mass Factor versus Galaxy Radius (b) Correlation Coefficients versus Galaxy Radius
(c) Distribution of Computed Mass Factor (d) Distribution of Correlation Coefficient
Figure IV.2: Analysis of variations of both mass factor and correlation coefficient across SPARC datasets.
operation of the gravitational force. Although far from a
perfect test of the equivalence of the QMD force law to
the gravitational field from GR or Newtonian mechanics
it is an encouraging result. Further, because of the scale
factor, at low values of r the modifications are small and
we recover standard Newtonian gravity.
Beyond this analysis it is also possible to at least imag-
ine the pathway from the mesh to the field equations of
GR in the continuum limit. Although this work does
not cover this link in depth, a very top level analysis of
how defect number conservation could lead to a varia-
tional condition on the curvature two forms of Rieman-
nian geometry from which this link could be established.
Much remains to be done to develop the theory, includ-
ing understanding more deeply this potential connection
between the quantum mesh behavior and the low energy
continuum limit. This and further experimental analysis
will form the basis of future research.
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